
Pantomime 2022 - AUDITION NOTICE 
 

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs  

by Alan P Frayn 
 

    Director:  Andy Brown     Musical Director:  Laurence Nicholas 
    Choreographer:  Lois Press    Stage Manager:  Brian Hooper  
 

After a year without pantomime the production team are even more ready to bring the 2022 

production to life. 

Based on the original Grimm Brothers’ tale, but with some similarities to the classic Disney 

film this script brings Snow White into the realms of traditional pantomime. 

 

To be staged on:          January 09 - 12 (Thursday - Sunday) 

                                                   16 - 19 (Thursday - Sunday) 

                                                   23 - 25 (Thursday - Saturday) 2022. 

 

These dates will include matinees on the Saturday’s and Sunday’s. You will need to be 

available every night on the week we open as extra rehearsals may be required. All cast will 

be required. The regular show for Droitwich Lions is expected to take place on January 09. 

This will be under show conditions. 

We have some great musical numbers planned as well as dance routines. All we need is an 

equally determined cast and crew. Unlike recent years we plan to have a band in the pit (like 

a musical). This means all cast will be required to attend a band call if involved in a musical 

number. 

Rehearsals: Tuesday and Friday starting in September. We may need to add Sundays 

during December. Evening for ‘adults’ will be from 7:30 prompt until 10:00. We will hold 

a read through before the summer holidays and get all admin done before the summer 

holiday (assuming this is possible in July) 

Get together – information evening: Let us hope we can do this at the theatre – only time, 

regulations and Norbury plans nearer the time will tell. Otherwise, we will need to do via 

zoom - Tuesday 18 May 2021 at 7.30pm. We will take you through our plans and some of the 

music as well as details about the audition pieces. 



 

Information about how this will happen will be detailed on Facebook nearer the time. We 

expect social distancing requirements to be in place and therefore we will need to collect 

information about those attending and the number at the theatre itself may be limited. 

Music and dance workshops – again we hope this will be able to take place in the theatre, 

this may need to be over two separate groups. The event will be an opportunity to go over 

some musical numbers as well as learn the dance / movement requirements for the audition. 

Details of the workshop will appear on Facebook. 

Auditions:  Sunday 04 July 2021 between 1.00pm and 7.00pm. We would like to audition 

principals (including the dwarfs) first followed by chorus. The musical numbers below will be 

those used for audition and our initial thoughts for the show. These may need to be changed 

in line with permission obtained via performing rights. 

We will have some changes in place for these to limit the number of people in the foyer at 

any one time. We will therefore require you to register for audition and you will be allocated a 

time to attend. This will be in place regardless of the format the auditions will take. Further 

information and booking details will be shared on Facebook. 

Please note chorus will be auditioned. We may not be able to include everyone in the show 

therefore auditioning showing your talent will be important. The workshops are in place to 

ensure you are aware of what will be needed. 

The songs below are examples of the songs cast members will have – these are for audition 

purpose. Other songs are sung by characters and chorus in addition to these. We will go over 

these as part of the information event. 

  

CAST 

Snow White - Principal girl. Typical Princess, kind and true. Will need to be able to dance to 

a good standard.  

Songs: – As Long as You’re Mine – Wicked and On My Own – Les  is rables. 

Queen Avarice - The Wicked Queen – Snow White’s stepmother, a ‘glamorous baddie’. 

Attractive, but with evil intent and a heart of ice.Good movement ability will be required. 

 Songs: - Poor Unfortunate Souls – The Little Mermaid. 

Edna Bucket - The Palace housekeeper, typical pantomime Dame. Good movement ability 

will be required.  

Songs: – Pumping Iron –Starlight Express. 

Chuckles - The Queen’s new jester – lots of energy and able to work well with the audience. 

Good movement ability will be required and preferably able to dance. 



 

Songs: -  ake ‘em Laugh – Singin in the Rain. 

Prince Ferdinand - Principal boy. Dashing Prince from a far-off land. Will need to be able to 

dance to a good standard.  

Songs – As Long asYou’re  ine – Wicked and Till I Hear You Sing – Love Never Dies. 

Fairy Good Fortune - Immortal – typical good fairy character. Good movement ability will be 

required and preferably able to dance.  

Song –Magic to do – from Pippin. 

Merlin of the Mirror - Voice and face of the magic mirror. Wizard type character who later 

‘escapes’ from the mirror. Good movement ability will be required and preferably able to 

dance.  

Song – Friends Like Me - Aladdin 

Justice Quill - The local magistrate –legal advisor to the Palace. Forms part of the 

typical panto ‘Broker’s  en’ comedy double act. Good movement ability will be required. 

 Songs – You and Me but mostly Me – Book of Mormon. 

Scribbles - Quill’s scribe. The other half of the double act. Good movement ability will be 

required.  

Songs – You and Me but mostly Me – Book of Mormon. 

Slurp - The Palace drain cleaner and general dogsbody becomes the Queen’s henchman. 

Big in stature. Good movement ability will be required.  

Song – Magic to do – from Pippin. 

The Seven Dwarfs: 

Brainy, Dozy, Smiley, Grumbly, Blushful, Snoozy, Sniffle 

The dwarfs are a vital part of the show. These parts are open to anyone. we would however 

like those cast to be shorter in height (if possible) than the main principals. The dwarfs are in 

several scenes throughout the pantomime. Each of them will have lines and those cast will 

need to deliver them with confidence. Each of them will need to have their own character as 

the names suggest. An ability to dance will be required.  

Song – Always Look on the Bright Side of Life – Spamalot. 

Chorus: Royal servants/ courtiers. Must be over 10 years on or by opening night. Will have 

several songs and dance routines and costume changes.  

Song – Magic to do – from Pippin. 

 



 

 

If cast, you will need to be a member of the theatre or become a member prior rehearsals 

commencing. All members of the cast are required to pay a show levy of £10.00. This also 

needs to be paid prior to rehearsals commencing. 

 

COVID-19 

Within this notice we have referred to areas whereby we remain uncertain to some aspects of 

the audition process and rehearsals due to COVID-19. Updates will be posted upon the 

Facebook group and we may require some use of zoom meetings when we know more. It is 

vital therefore if interested in pantomime 2022 you are a member of the Facebook group. 

This will be the way we communicate alongside an additional means of storing information 

and material – this will be explained at the information evening. Once cast membership of the 

Facebook group will be restricted to those involved. 

We all hope by January 2022 restrictions are not in place. However, no guarantee about 

anything can be given. All members of cast will be required to abide with both government 

guidelines and Droitwich Theatre and Arts Club policies and procedures. By attending 

meetings, auditioning, rehearsing and involvement in the productions you are agreeing to 

undertake these requirements. 

 

Visit the show Facebook group here  

 

For more information contact the director here  

 

https://norburytheatre.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=c16ce0ff68d031403878ab959&id=270c473216&e=17c5bf099e
mailto:andypanto2022@gmail.com?subject=Re%3A%20Snow%20White%20Audition%20Notice%20eNEWS

